Abstract
Introduction
The prevalence of social network in recent years makes image tag annotation an urgent need. However, tags are usually noisy and incomplete due to the arbitrariness of user tagging behaviors, leading to performance degradations of tag annotation systems. What's more, manual annotation is error prone and subjective, making automatic image tag annotation an attractive research field.
Many machine learning methods have been developed for image annotation. They can be roughly grouped into three categories: supervised methods, unsupervised methods and semi-supervised methods.
Supervised methods use the tagged images to train a dictionary of concept models and formulate image annotation as a supervised learning problem. They annotate images using the likelihood between images and tags. [1] formulates the annotation problem in a probabilistic framework and images are represented as bags of localized feature vectors. [2] learns a twodimensional Multi-resolution Hidden Markov Model (2D-MHMM) on a fixed-grid segmentation of all category examples. [3] models image annotation procedure as a translation problem between image blobs and tags.
Unsupervised methods, e.g. search based-methods, learn the distribution of images and tags and annotate tags among clusters. Search-based methods always search in the feature space to find the most relevant images to the query image, and transfer tags to it using various tag transfer algorithms [4] , [5] , [6] . JEC [5] demonstrates that simple baseline algorithm can achieve high performance. TagProp [4] applies metric learning in the neighborhood of the feature space to annotate query images.
In recent years, semi-supervised approaches have been proposed in this field [7] , [8] , [9] . Semisupervised algorithms can exploit the unlabelled information to improve the learning procedure and achieve satisfactory performance. [8] models the annotation task as a matrix completion problem, assuming the low-rankness property of the underlying matrix. [10] combined language model with matrix completion by assuming the independency of tags. Kernel trick and metric learning are exploited in [11] to capture the nonlinear relationships between visual features and semantics of the images.
Most methods only complete tags or refine tags, or tackle both simultaneously. However, tag completion aims at adding missing tags but tag refinement focuses on removing noisy ones. To resolve the contradiction, we propose a Subspace Clustering and Matrix Completion with Inhomogeneous Errors (SMI) method. SMI performs tag completion and refinement sequentially. The refinement benefits from the completion.
We first perform tag completion for further refinement. We cluster images and share tags in each cluster. Here we model the tag completion task in a subspace clustering framework, which can model the distribution of the image features more precisely than classical clustering algorithms. Besides, subspace clustering algorithms do not need to measure similarity between different features. We segment the subspaces and cluster images by the state-of-the-art method SSC [12] . Then we adopt a tag transfer algorithm [5] to complete tags in each cluster separately.
Most tag refinement methods are region-based, depending heavily on the image segmentation accuracy. In recent years, matrix completion-based semisupervised methods [8] , [10] , [11] stand out owning to their robustness and efficiency property since these algorithms avoid the image segmentation procedure, which is commnon in traditional image annotation methods. We improve the inductive matrix completion (IMC) [13] model to refine the tags. We combine the visual-tag correlation, semantic-tag correlation and inhomogeneous errors property in the model, which is for the image-tag matrix, which we will explain in more detail in the following section. The main contributions of our research are summarized as follows:
• We formulate the tag completion task in a subspace clustering framework to overcome the extreme sparsity problem, which is different from all the other subspace clustering-based algorithms in this field.
• We improve the IMC algorithm to refine tags, taking visual-tag correlation, semantic-tag correlation and inhomogeneous errors property into consideration. Our approach is a novel improvement of the IMC method to the tag refinement field.
• It is the first time to exploit the inhomogeneous property of the errors.
• We utilize the word vectors and CNN features for the tag and the visual features, respectively. These high level features narrow the semantic gap effectively.
Tag Annotation using Subspace Clustering , Matrix Completion and Inhomogeneous Errors
Here we introduce features exploited in the SMI model, the tag completion procedure and the tag refinement procedure in detail.
CNN Features and Semantic Vectors
To narrow the semantic gap, we utilize DeCAF 6 [14] visual features, which have high level semantic meanings thus are more representative than low level visual features. And we adopt pre-trained word2vec [15] to calculate the word vectors for each tag, which could keep their semantic meanings precisely.
Tag Completion
Matrix completion models [7] , [8] , [9] have been exploited to refine the tag matrix. However, in many conditions the tag matrix may be so sparse that some columns have at most one known entries and some rows have no known entries at all. The extreme sparsity makes traditional matrix completion methods not applicable. In order to overcome the extreme sparsity and make the tag matrix much more compact, we perform tag completion on the tag matrix, creating a better condition for the following tag refinement procedure. 
Subspace Clustering Property.
Researchers have exploited the Robust PCA (RPCA) model [7] to decompose the tag matrix into a low-rank refined tag matrix and a sparse error matrix. However, a given image dataset is seldom well described by a single subspace. It is more reasonable to assume that images belonging to different categories are approximately sampled from a mixture of several low-dimensional subspaces, as shown in Fig. 1b [16] , and the membership of the data points to the subspaces might be unknown, leading to the challenging problem of subspace clustering. Here, the goal is to cluster data into k clusters with each cluster corresponding to a subspace. When k = 1, the subspace clustering model reduce to the RPCA model. Note that by clustering tagged images into clusters, we perform classification simultaneously.
Sparse Subspace Clustering.
A number of approaches to subspace clustering have been proposed in the past two decades. One of the state-of-the-art method is the SSC model [12] , which performs robust subspace clustering and error correction in an efficient and effective way. SSC seeks the sparsest representation among all the candidates that can represent the data samples as linear combinations of the basis in a given dictionary [12] , [17] . SSC is based on the idea of writing a data point as a linear (affine) combination of neighboring data points. The neighbors can be any other points in the data set. Every point is written as a sparse linear (affine) combination of all other data points by minimizing the number of nonzero coefficients.
We denote the set of image visual feature vectors
. Each column of V is a feature vector in R D and can be represented by a linear combination of the basis in a "dictionary". The SSC model just uses the matrix V itself as the dictionary and takes error into consideration:
where Z = [z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n ] is the coefficient matrix with each z i being the representation of x i and E is the error matrix. SSC solves the problem by LADM [18] efficiently. Given a sparse representation for each data point, the graph affinity matrix is defined as
The segmentation is then obtained by applying spectral clustering to the Laplacian. Fig.1c demonstrates the block-diagonal property of the affinity matrix, where each submatrix corresponds to a subspace [16] . Images belonging to the same subspace are clustered together.
Tag Sharing.
We improve the simple and intuitive algorithm proposed in [5] to transfer tags in each cluster separately. For each cluster, we rank all the tags in the cluster, taking tag frequency, tag cooccurrence and local frequency into consideration. The tag matrix after tag sharing is no longer a 0/1 valued matrix and the values (between 0 and 1) can represent their confidence level.
Tag Refinement
The tag completion procedure makes the tag matrix much more completed and thus overcome the extreme sparsity. Here we will design tag refinement algorithm.
Inductive Matrix Completion. Let
denote the feature vector of image i, and t j ∈ R ftg denote the feature vector of tag j, which could be computed from pre-trained word2vec [15] . Let V ∈ R Nim×fim denote the feature matrix of N im images, where the i-th row is the image feature vector x i , and T ∈ R Ntg×ftg denote the feature matrix of N tg tags, where the i-th row is the tag feature t i .
We construct a tag matrix O ∈ R Nim×Ntg , where each row corresponds to one image (the number of images is N im ), and each column corresponds to one tag (the number of tags is N tg ), such that O ij = 1 if image i is annotated with tag j and 0 otherwise. We adopt the IMC method for tag refinement, which assumes that the tag matrix is generated by applying feature vectors associated with its row as well as column entities to the underlying low-rank matrix M = P Q T , where P ∈ R fim×r , Q ∈ R r×ftg are of rank r ≪ N im , N tg .
We need to solve the following optimization problem:
A common choice for loss function is the Frobenius norm. The low-rank constraint on P Q T is NP-hard to solve. The standard relaxation of the rank constraint is the trace norm, i.e. sum of singular values. Minimizing the trace-norm of M = P Q T is equivalent to minimizing
Then we get the final object function:
2.3.2. Inhomogeneous Errors. Tagging errors come from two aspects: missing tags and noisy tags. Since human-beings are relatively reasonable, we should assume that the tagging results are reasonably accurate. We can observe from the datasets that one image usually has relation with only a few tags, but we have to calculate its association with hundreds or even thousands of tags. For example, images from the MIRFlickr-25K have about 12.7 tags on average [19] , but the dataset has 1, 386 unique tags, which means that each image should only be annotated with less than 1% of all the tags. Hence users are more likely to adding noisy tags than missing noisy tags since there are too many unrelated tags. And the errors are mainly composed of noisy tags rather than missing tags. Thus we should treat these two errors with different strategies. We should put more emphasis on denoising rather than completing, paying more attention to the annotated tags rather than the unannotated ones. In other words, if an image is not originally annotated with a tag, it is more likely that they really have no relation at all. To model the inhomogeneous errors, we improve the matrix completion model and put less weight on the unannotated positions:
where Ω represents the positions where the images are originally not annotated. U is projection operator and w act as a weighting parameter which will change adaptively in different datasets according to their noisy levels. Existing methods never model these two kinds of errors separately. They simply model the errors as Laplacian noise [7] or Gaussian noise [9] . To our knowledge, our model is the first to model the missing errors and noisy errors separately. The model can further adapt to different datasets according to their noise levels.
Visual-tag Correlation.
Tag-Visual Correlation describes the correlation between the content level and the semantic level. Visually similar images often belong to similar themes and thus are annotated with similar tags. Traditional methods usually adopt low level image features, such as color, texture or shape descriptors, to represent the images, which are not so correlated with the semantic level.
We extract 4, 000-dimensional visual feature [14] for each image. The original tag matrix is O , and we want to get a new tag matrixÔ = V T P Q T T .Ô i andÔ j are the ith and jth row of theÔ. Thus we can measure the correlation between image i and image j in two ways: 1) similarity between image features v i and v j , 2) similarity between their corresponding tag vectorŝ O i andÔ j . And these two kind of similarities should be correlated, which means visual-tag correlation.
The visual-tag correlation prior can be enforced by solving the following optimization
where Ô i −Ô j 2 measures the similarity between tag vectorsÔ i andÔ j and SV i,j measures the similarity between visual features v i and v j . The formulation forces tag vectors with large similarities also have large similarity in their corresponding visual features and vice versa, which essentially embodies the tag correlation prior.
The formulation can be rewritten as
where L v = diag(SV T 1)−SV is the Graph Laplacian [20] . In our formulation, we define SV i,j = cos(v i , v j ).
Semantic-tag Correlation.
The model for the semantic-tag correlation is similar to that of visual-tag correlation expect that we measure the correlation between column vectors ofÔ with 300-dimensional word vectors [15] extracted for each tag. Since columns of the matrixÔ represent the similarity between tags.
We can enforcing the semantic-tag correlation by solving the following optimization:
where SS i,j measures the similarity between tag vectors t i and t j . In our formulation, we define
Object Function Formulation and optimization
Based on the terms regarding low-rankness, visualtag correlation, semantic-tag correlation and inhomogeneous errors, we formulate the objective function as follows:
whereÔ = V T P Q T T . We can adapt the LELM [21] method for solving the object function.
Experimental Evaluation
Here we introduce the experimental evaluation of the model. SMI is evaluated on three benchmark datasets: MIRFlickr-25K , Corel5K and Labelme. Table I demonstrates the detail statistics of the three datasets. MIRFlickr-25K is collected from Flickr. Compared to the Corel5K, tags in Labelme and MIRFlickr-25K are rather noisy and many of them are misspelled or meaningless words. Hence, a preprocessing procedure is performed. We match each tag with entries in a Wikipedia thesaurus and only retain the tags in accordance with Wikipedia. We extract tag vectors and visual features for all the datasets.
Datasets and Experimental Setup
We compare the proposed SMI model with the state-of-the-art methods, including matrix completionbased model LRES [7] , TCMR [10] , RKML [11] , search-based algorithms (i.e. JEC [5] , TagProp [4] , and TagRelevance [6] ), mixture models (i.e. CMRM [22] and MBRM [23] ) and co-regularized learning model FastTag [24] . We tuned w, λ 1 , λ 2 using cross validation, and the parameters of adopted baselines are also carefully tuned on the validation set of the three datasets separately with corresponding proposed tuning strategy. As the noisy level of the datasets goes up, the weighting paramenter w we tuned changing from 0.2 (Corel5K) to 0.4(Labelme) to 0.7(MIRFlickr-25K), confirming that as the data become more and more noisy, we should pay more attention to the noisy tags and less on missing tags.
We measure all the algorithms in terms of average precision@N (i.e. AP @N ), average recall@N (i.e. AR@N ) and coverage@N (i.e. C@N ). In the top N completed tags, precision@N is to measure the ratio of correct tags in the top N competed tags and recall@N is to measure the ratio of missing ground-truth tags, both averaged over all test images. Coverage@N is to measure the ratio of test images with at least one correctly completed tag. Table II , Table III and Table IV demonstrate comparisons on performance.
Evaluation of Tag Completion Performance
We observe that: 1) Generally algorithms achieve better performance on Corel5K, since tags in MIRFlickr-25K are more noisy. 2) Matrix completionbased methods, such as SMI, LRES and TCMR, usually achieve the best performances. 3) SMI shows increasing advantage to LRES as the data become more and more noisy, justifying our assumption and model of the noises. 4) SMI nearly outperforms all the other algorithms in all cases. 5) Performance on MIRFlickr-25K in some sense provides an evidence for the robustness of SMI.
Conclusion
We have proposed an effective method SMI for image annotation.SMI performs tag completion and tag refinement sequentially. It clusters images using SSC and shares tags using voting algorithm, then refines tags by IMC. The model takes four priors into consideration: Low-Rankness, Visual-tag Correlation, Semantic-tag Correlation and Inhomogeneous Errors. This is the first work to model inhomogeneous errors in the field. We utilize word vectors to calculate semantic-tag correlation and CNN features to measure tag-visual correlation. It achieves the state-of-the-art performance in extensive experiments conducted on benchmark datasets. Furthermore, we may extend our model by establishing the latent connection between subimages and corresponding tags by means of statistical machine translation [25] , [26] , [27] , or exploring embedding approaches [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] that simultaneously learn the distributed representations for both the image and its tags. 
